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Abstract

In the 25 years since the wildlife 
management valuation option was 
established in Texas, agriculture 
organizations have expressed concern about 
land conversion and its effect on production. 
This paper examines trends in land valuation 
categorization and its potential impact 
on agricultural production. Included is an 
examination of the development of open 

space valuation in Texas, data on land in 
agriculture and wildlife management and the 
associated trends over time, and potential 
implications for livestock production in  
the state.

INTRODUCTION
In general, property is taxed on market value. But 
in the decades following World War II, urban sprawl 
increased the demand for land—increasing the market 
value of agricultural land and leading to farmers and 
ranchers being unable to afford the property taxes. 
Concerns about the impact on agricultural production 
and producers led various states to create special use 
valuation rules that modified the calculation of taxable 
value (e.g., taxing land on its agricultural productivity 
rather than its market value). Today, many states have 
some form of agricultural use valuation.

A Texas constitutional amendment was passed in 
1966, creating agricultural use valuation for farm and 
ranch land. The constitution was amended again in 
1978, allowing for “open space valuation” requiring 
that (1) the land is devoted to agricultural use of the 
intensity accepted in the area, (2) the land has been 
in production for five of the past seven years, and 
(3) a one-time application is filed. County property 
tax assessors have broad authority and discretion 
in approving applications, cancelling open space 
designation, and assessing value.

As land use changed to recognize recreational use and 
wildlife values, the constitution was amended again 
in 1995 to recognize “wildlife management valuation.” 
To qualify, the land must already be designated open 
space and have agricultural use valuation—but instead 
of agricultural production, the land can be managed 
for wildlife and maintain the same valuation.

In the 25 years since the wildlife management  
valuation option was established, agriculture 
organizations expressed concern about land 
conversion and its effect on production. This paper 
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examines trends in land valuation category and its 
potential impact on agricultural production. The 
paper is organized as follows: an examination of the 
development of open space valuation in Texas, data on 
land in agriculture and wildlife management and the 
associated trends over time, and potential implications 
for livestock production in the state.

EVOLUTION OF OPEN SPACE 
VALUATION
Since 1966, the Texas Constitution has allowed 
for special use tax valuation for agricultural land 
meeting certain requirements. Over the decades, the 
requirements for qualifying for this type of special 
use tax valuation have relaxed, allowing more Texas 
landowners the opportunity to take advantage of this 
modified property tax valuation.

Agricultural Use Valuation  
(1-d Valuation)
The first provision for special use tax valuation for 
agricultural land was passed as a constitutional 
amendment in 1966 (Texas Constitution). This allowed 
taxes to be calculated not on the market value of the 
property, as is the norm, but instead on the average 
net income the land would have yielded under 
prudent management practices during the past five 
years. In order to qualify for this type of valuation, 
an agricultural landowner was required to prove the 
following (Texas Constitution; Texas Tax Code):

 •  The land was devoted exclusively to agricultural 
use or continually developed for agricultural use 
for the past three years.

 •  The property was owned by a natural person.

 •  The owner earned more than half of their income 
from agriculture.

 • An annual application was filed.

Open Space Valuation (1-d-1 Valuation)
In 1978, the Texas Constitution was amended to 
include provision for open space valuation for 
agricultural land. This new valuation method relaxed 
several of the more stringent requirements of the 
traditional 1-d agricultural use valuation.

In particular, the following requirements applied in 
order for land to qualify for open space valuation:

 •  The land must be currently devoted principally to 
agricultural use or to production.

 •  The agricultural use must be of the degree of 
intensity generally accepted in the area.

 •  For five of the past seven years, the land must be 
devoted principally to agricultural use, timber, or 
forest products or be land that is used principally 
as an ecological laboratory by a public or private 
college or university.

 •  A one-time application must be filed with the 
county appraisal district.

“Agricultural use” is defined as including cultivating 
the soil; producing crops for human consumption, 
animal seed, planting seed, or fibers; floriculture; 
viticulture; horticulture; raising or keeping livestock; 
raising or keeping exotic animals; planting cover crops; 
participating in government programs requiring land 
to be left idle; and planting crops or leaving land idle in 
conjunction with crop or livestock rotation. The term 
also includes the use of land to produce or harvest logs 
and posts for use in constructing or repairing fences, 
pens, barns, or other agricultural improvements on 
adjacent qualified open-space land having the same 
owner and devoted to a different agricultural use. Also 
recognized is the use of land for wildlife management. 
Additionally included is the use of land to raise or keep 
bees for pollination or for the production of human 
food or other tangible products having a commercial 
value, provided that the land used is not less than 5 or 
more than 20 acres.

Note that of these requirements, the most 
controversial is the requirement that the agricultural 
use must be “of the degree of intensity generally 
accepted in the area.” In a state as large and 
geographically diverse as Texas, the degree of intensity 
generally accepted can vary widely across the state. In 
light of this, it is generally left to the individual county 
appraisal district to determine guidelines for the 
degree of intensity common in its area. This can result 
in disparities in requirements between even bordering 
counties. For example, in several bordering counties 
near the Dallas–Fort Worth metroplex, there are wide 
variations in how generally accepted use is defined 
(Table 1). In Collin County, a minimum of two animal 
units (AUs) are required to run on pastureland for a 
majority of the year. But in neighboring Cooke County, 
a minimum of 10 AUs or 30 acres is required. Denton 
County is even more prescriptive, requiring a set of 
standard practices beyond just a number of acres or 
animals.
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Agricultural Use vs. Open Space 
Valuation
A brief comparison of the 1-d agricultural use valuation 
and the 1-d-1 open space valuation illustrates that 
the 1-d-1 valuation was less stringent and allowed 
more landowners to qualify. For example, in order to 
qualify for agricultural use valuation, landowners were 
required to receive at least half of their income from 
agriculture. There is no such income requirement 
included for open space valuation. This opened 
the door for rural landowners with off-farm jobs to 
potentially qualify when they may not have been 
able to do so previously. Additionally, for agricultural 
use valuation the land must be owned by a natural 
person, necessarily excluding any property held 
by a business entity such as a trust, limited liability 
company, or corporation. Lastly, the definition of 
“agricultural use” appears broader under the open 
space valuation provisions than the agricultural use 
valuation provisions. In light of this, the vast majority 
of agricultural land in Texas qualifies under the open 
space valuation provisions, rather than under the 
agricultural use valuation provisions.

Wildlife Management Valuation
In 1995, the Texas Constitution was amended to add 
the category of “wildlife management” to the list of 
qualifying activities under the open space valuation 
provisions of Article 8, Section 1-d-1. Under this 
additional provision, landowners who are not actively 
engaged in agricultural use may still benefit from the 
open space valuation methodology if they meet the 
requirements of open space valuation for wildlife  
management.

To qualify for valuation as wildlife management, a 
landowner must prove:

 •  The land must have qualified for open space 
valuation for the year prior to the application.

 •  The land is used primarily for wildlife  
management.

 •  The land is actively being managed to sustain a 
breeding, migrating, or wintering population of 
indigenous wildlife through implementation of a 
wildlife management plan.

 •  The indigenous wildlife population must be 
produced for human use (this can include human 
food, medicine, or recreation such as hunting, 
bird watching, photography, and the owner’s own 
enjoyment of the wildlife).

 •  The landowner must utilize at least three of the 
following seven wildlife management practices: 
habitat control; erosion control; predator 
control; providing supplemental supplies of 
water; providing supplemental supplies of food; 
providing shelters; or making census counts to 
determine populations.

 •  A one-time application must be filed with the 
county appraisal district.

Importantly, these requirements will not allow 
landowners to do nothing on their property and 
successfully claim wildlife management valuation. 
County appraisal districts will carefully review 
the wildlife management plan and the activities 
undertaken on the property and will ensure that at 
least three of the seven management practices have 
been undertaken.

Calculating Appraised Value
In order to determine the appraisal value, the Chief 
County Appraiser determines categories into which 
land in their particular appraisal district is classified. 
In classifying land according to categories, the Chief 
County Appraiser must distinguish between irrigated 
cropland, dry cropland, improved pasture, native 
pasture, orchard, and wasteland. Additional categories 
may be created upon the Chief County Appraiser’s 
discretion. Additionally, within each of the established 
categories, the Chief County Appraiser must further 
divide each into subcategories according to soil 
type, soil capability, irrigation, general topography, 
geographical factors, and other factors that influence 
the productive value of the land in each category. The 
example provided in Table 1 is instructive in that each 
county describes the number of acres or livestock 
necessary for compliance. They may also describe land 
practices that are necessary to maintain agricultural 
use valuation.

For each of these categories, the Chief County 
Appraiser then calculates the “net to land” value, which 
is “the average annual net income derived from the 
use of open-space land that would have been earned 
from the land during the five-year period preceding 
the year before the appraisal by an owner using 
ordinary prudence in the management of the land and 
the farm crops or livestock produced or supported on 
the land and, in addition, any income received from 
hunting or recreational leases” (Texas Tax Code). To 
calculate this value, the Chief County Appraiser must 
determine the income that would be due to the owner 
of the particular category of land under a cash lease, 
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share lease, or whatever lease arrangement is typical 
for that category of land in the area, and then deduct 
all expenses directly attributable to the agricultural 
use of the land by the owner. The results from this 
valuation will be used in income capitalization. The 
resulting net to land will be divided by the income 
capitalization rate to determine the appraised value 
(Texas Tax Code). “The capitalization rate to be used 
in determining the appraised value of qualified open-
space land as provided by this subchapter is 10 percent 
or the interest rate specified by the Farm Credit 
Bank of Texas or its successor on December 31 of the 
preceding year plus 2-1/2 percentage points, whichever 
percentage is greater” (Texas Tax Code).

For land qualifying under wildlife management, the 
land will be considered in the category of land in 
which it was qualified the year prior to conversion 
to wildlife management. The only distinction being 
that in calculating the net value to land for wildlife 
management qualified land, the Chief County 
Appraiser may not consider the value of hunting or 
recreational leases in the income for the property 
(Texas Tax Code).

DATA AND TRENDS
In the 25 years since the Texas constitutional 
amendment, land in wildlife management valuation 
has grown steadily. Public data obtained from the Texas 
comptroller shows that as of 2016, the most recent data 
available, 5.2 million acres of land previously enrolled in 
agricultural valuation have been converted to wildlife 
management valuation (Figure 1).

Enrollment in wildlife management valuation has 
grown at a steady pace, approximately 266,000 acres 
per year since 1999. If enrollment trends continued 
through 2020, approximately 6.6 million acres 
would currently be enrolled in some form of wildlife 
management valuation in the state of Texas. Further, 
the value of the land enrolled in wildlife management 
valuation as of 2020 falls somewhere between $12 
billion and $13 billion.

As of 2016, land in wildlife management valuation 
included land previously classified as 15,000 acres 
of irrigated cropland, 131,000 acres of dry cropland, 
85,000 acres of barren land, 2,000 acres of orchard, 
261,000 acres of improved pasture, 4.3 million acres of 
native pasture, and 472,000 acres of other land, which 
includes timberland. Of the land enrolled in wildlife 
management valuation in 2016, 82%—or 4.6 million 
acres—was previously classified as either native or 
improved pasture (Figure 2).

The bulk of the land enrolled in wildlife management 
valuation is located southwest of central Texas, with 
smaller concentrations scattered around the state 
(Figure 3). There is substantial geographic and climatic 
variation in the parts of the state with concentrated 
acreage enrolled in wildlife management valuation. 
For example, Val Verde County had the most acreage 
enrolled in wildlife use valuation in 2016. Val Verde 
County is in a relatively arid region near Big Bend 
National Park. Kleberg County had the second most 
land enrolled in wildlife management valuation as 
of 2016. Kleberg County is coastal, including part of 
Padre Island. Kleberg County also has the greatest 
percentage of agricultural land enrolled in wildlife 
management valuation (83% of agricultural land). 
Anderson County, in east central Texas, has a large 
concentration of wildlife management land relative to 
surrounding counties (37,000 acres).

The land areas converted to wildlife use valuation are 
consistent with anecdotal evidence of land use pattern 
shifts. The first land use shift is toward deer and other 
hunting uses. The growth in deer breeding for trophy 
hunting and high fenced operations has occurred 
in many areas of the state, but particularly in the Hill 
Country to south Texas region. The economic impact 
of the deer breeding and exotic wildlife sectors in Texas 
were documented by Anderson, Frosch, and Outlaw 
(2007a, 2007b). The second trend is the growth in the 
number of smaller properties where the owner seeks 
to maintain open space valuation through managing 
for wildlife or other activities such as beekeeping.

IMPLICATIONS FOR 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
Most of the land that has been converted to wildlife 
use valuation has come from pastureland, implying 
that it is coming from livestock production. Wildlife 
use does not mean that no livestock can be grazed. 
However, livestock industry groups have been 
concerned about the potential impact on livestock 
numbers in the state. The Texas and Southwestern 
Cattle Raisers Association maintains no official policy 
related to wildlife valuation. The Texas Farm Bureau 
supports tightening requirements to include regular 
verification of legitimate active management plans 
to maintain wildlife management valuation (Texas 
Farm Bureau). There is no data on the number of 
livestock on land that has been converted to wildlife 
valuation, but the potential reduced number of cattle 
grazed can be estimated by dividing the number of 
acres by an estimated stocking rate. Stocking rates 
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vary widely across the state, ranging from 2–3 acres 
per cow to 80 acres per cow in far west Texas. To 
estimate the potential impact of land conversion, a 
stocking rate of 1 cow per 30 acres is used. The 4.561 
million acres qualifying for wildlife management 
valuation that converted from pasture divided by 30 
acres per cow yields a potential 152,033 fewer beef 
cows due to conversion to wildlife use valuation if no 
cattle were kept on those properties. That represents 
3.3% of the Texas beef cow herd in 2020. The growing 
trend toward more land in wildlife management 
over the past 25 years indicates a potentially growing 
impact on livestock production, but the number 
remains relatively small compared to total beef cows 
in the state. The relatively small potential impact on 
cattle numbers is supported by Mervish et al. (2008), 
who indicated no statistically significant impact of 
fragmentation on beef cow inventory.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Beyond implications for agricultural production, 
what are the implications of valuation changes 
for landowners, and under what circumstances is 
it common to change from agricultural valuation 
to wildlife use valuation? When does it benefit 
landowners? The change is common in a few 
circumstances. First, as landowners age and are 
unable to sufficiently manage large herds of cattle 
or other qualifying livestock, they may seek an 
alternative valuation that allows them to benefit 
from less intensive management while still owning 
their own property at a reasonable tax rate. Absentee 
landowners are also very likely to take advantage of 
the wildlife use valuation. Absentee landowners that 
benefit from wildlife use valuation are likely in one of 
two categories: first-generation landowners seeking 
land outside large metroplexes and landowners 
inheriting land they do not intend to live on. The first 
category often uses their holdings for weekend or 
holiday recreation, and intensive management of 
livestock on a daily basis is not feasible; therefore, 

the wildlife use valuation is an attractive option. The 
second-generation absentee landowners may seek the 
benefits of wildlife use valuation for the same reasons 
as the first group if they find that managing the 
property for livestock from off-farm is not feasible.

Texas taxes agricultural land at its value in production. 
A change to the Texas Constitution in 1995 allowed 
agricultural land to be converted to wildlife 
management use while maintaining the reduced 
property tax value. Conversion requires a management 
plan with annual activities. Over the past 25 years, 
more than 5 million acres have been converted from 
open space, or agricultural use valuation, to wildlife 
use. The overwhelming majority of acres converted 
have come from improved or native pasture. Based 
on conservative average stocking rates, as many 
as 152,000 beef cows could have been displaced, 
representing about 3.3% of the state’s beef cows. 
Further research would be warranted on actual 
production shifts by landowners converting land 
to wildlife use in order to fine-tune estimates of the 
impact on agriculture.
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Figure 1. Acres enrolled in wildlife management valuation in Texas by type of land, 1999–2016 (data for 2014 and 2015 
was unavailable)

Figure 2. Acres enrolled in wildlife management valuation in Texas by category, 2016
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Figure 3. Acres enrolled in wildlife management valuation by county, 2016

Table 1. Different Livestock Requirements by County Tax Assessment District in Five Adjoining North Texas Counties

County Livestock Requirements

Collin Minimum of 2 AUs run on pastureland for the majority of the year.
Cooke Minimum of 10 AUs or 30 acres.
Denton Standard practices: fertilize annually, weed and brush control, fences maintained, stock water, 

systematic marketing of animals and property management of land for long run forage.
Grayson Native Pasture: 1 AU per 7–10 acres. Cow-calf: at least 5 cows.
Tarrant Native Pasture: 10 acres minimum. 

Improved Pasture: 8 acres minimum.
Note: Some county appraisal districts around Houston will terminate agricultural valuation if land is overstocked.




